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Abstract: Sustainable development practices in higher education institutions are diverse, with regard
not only to the types of challenges that have to be addressed, but also to the forms of sustainability
governance adopted by individual higher education institutions. This paper aims to reflect on the
aspects of organizational culture that are particularly crucial for the implementation of sustainable
practices at higher education institutions. Specifically, it addresses the research question: how do
different organizational cultures affect approaches to sustainability governance at higher education
institutions (HEIs)? It reflects on data from multi-case studies at eleven German higher education
institutions. Four of the cases are analyzed in this paper to draw out the insights they offer on how
organizational culture shapes the institutions’ approach to sustainable development. A governance
equalizer is used as a functional framework for evaluating and discussing the influence of different
cultural orientations on sustainability governance. In addition to providing many insights and
findings in relation to specific cases, comparison of the different institutions, their governance
structures and their cultures of sustainable development helps to emphasize that there is no single
cultural factor that can be identified as directly promoting particular governance structures. Rather,
there is an active interplay between cultural orientations, which influence, and are also influenced by,
the measures deployed. Such influence is not instantly apparent but needs time to develop, and it
evolves in a variety of ways as illustrated by the case studies.

Keywords: sustainability governance; higher education; organizational culture; governance equalizer;
Germany

1. Introduction

The aspiration of integrating sustainable development (SD) into the structures and processes of
higher education institutions (HEIs) while taking account of all their different fields of activity, such as
research, teaching, outreach, and operations, has been recognized in practice and research alike as a
complex and highly context-dependent task [1–4]. The definitions of sustainable development in the
context of higher education institutions remain as rhetorically malleable and as fluid as those in public
and political discourse [5]. As a result, SD practices in HEIs have been diverse, not only with regard to
the types of challenges that have been addressed, but also in respect of the forms of governance that
have been established to coordinate the approach to such challenges (e.g., [6]). Attempts to classify
SD implementation structures within HEIs (e.g., [7,8]) have, along with other literature, highlighted
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the need for a shared commitment to sustainability goals, structures and processes amongst HEI staff,
covering teaching, research and operations—in other words, the need for holistic governance [9].

Following that line of argument, HEI governance for sustainability aims to promote and support
the changes institutions need to put in place to embed SD in their organizations. It is concerned with all
the circumstances, pathways and methods by which sustainability reaches and permeates HEIs. At the
core of these processes are the people that make up HEIs. The HEI and its sustainability pathway are
essentially comprised of their ideals, vision and engagement, and the ways they communicate and
consult [10–12]. This deserves special attention.

Since sustainable development is a complex concept, and HEIs are complex organizations, it is
important to be aware of the implications and requirements of a thorough and comprehensive approach
to the introduction of SD. For many HEIs, it will presumably mean making a number of fundamental
changes within the institution. In this context, the word ‘transformation’ is not an exaggeration but
a prerequisite [13,14]. Cameron and Quinn [15] stress the notion that the best way of implementing
such major organizational changes is to take the organizational culture into account and shape it in a
way that supports such change. “Although the tools and techniques may be present and the change
strategy implemented with vigour, many efforts to improve organizational performance fail because
the fundamental culture of the organization – values, ways of thinking, managerial styles, paradigms,
approaches to problem solving – remains the same” [15] (p. 11). The failure to achieve organizational
change often has ramifications for members of organizations, and could mean that their response to
future change initiatives might be even less cooperative [15].

While Cameron and Quinn are concerned with organizational change in general, other research
supports their findings in the particular context of sustainable development in HEIs [16,17]. HEIs
need to find ways to embed SD into their specific norms and values and into the shared goals of their
members, and to create common ground so as to enable their organizations to learn sustainability,
learning being essential to the achievement of a paradigm shift [18]. Even though HEIs might be
considered experts in learning, this does not necessarily apply to their capacity to learn for and about
themselves [17].

As Adams et al. clearly state, “the failure to embed sustainability in HEIs suggests it has failed to
become part of the culture” [16] (p. 2). We, therefore, seek to investigate whether this suggestion is
supported by the experiences of HEIs, and, more specifically, which kinds of cultural variables feed into
which governance structures. Organizational culture in general can be considered an integral part of
sustainability governance, since each HEI has a specific mode of engagement with SD depending on its
prior experiences, its code of communication, its resources in terms of expertise and time, its recognition
of SD as an opportunity for profiling, its perception of public pressure on the HEI, etc. It is, therefore,
appropriate to discuss the functions and cultures of sustainability governance at HEIs in greater detail.

Accordingly, this paper explains and brings together two different perspectives on sustainability
governance at HEIs: culture and functions. Special attention is paid to the impact that certain
organizational cultures have on the development of aspects of functional governance at HEIs, i.e., the
structures, processes and environment that are created there. The corresponding research question is:
how do different organizational cultures affect approaches to sustainability governance at HEIs?

Against this backdrop, we aim to investigate distinct aspects of organizational culture that are
particularly crucial to the implementation of SD at HEIs. In this context, we are taking, as our basis,
our earlier work in which we prepared two major frameworks—one on culture [19] and one on
functions [2]—and which we will bring together in this paper. We identified two types of cultural
orientation that are usually prevalent in HEIs in relation to the attitudes, assumptions and practices
that they bring to SD implementation [19]. These are summarized in Section 2.1 and followed in
Section 2.2 by an introduction to the governance equalizer, an HEI sustainability governance concept
that we used in this paper as a functional framework for evaluating and discussing the significance of
the cultural orientations in question. Section 2 thus provides an overview of the frameworks deployed
in the analysis that follows.
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The foundation for evaluating the various aspects of HEIs’ approaches to implementing SD was
guided and supplemented by desk research but consisted primarily of extensive empirical research
on sustainability governance at eleven German HEIs, which resulted in eleven different case studies.
The methodology and research process that eventually led to this paper are described in Section 3.
Having laid the groundwork for a combined analysis of the cultural and functional aspects of SD
governance in HEIs, Section 4 introduces four of the eleven case studies and investigates how the HEIs’
organizational cultures are interlinked with their processes and structures for SD implementation.
The subsequent discussion and conclusion highlight the main learning points, merits, limitations, and
outstanding or emerging questions.

2. Frameworks on Culture and Functions of Sustainability Governance at HEIs

2.1. Cultural Orientations

Initially, basing ourselves on qualitative content analysis, we derived four cultural dimensions
from our interview material, which were then conflated into two overarching cultural orientations
that distinguish the way in which HEIs face the challenges of SD: holistic orientation and organizational
learning orientation [19].

• Holistic orientation

This category combines the two dimensions conception of sustainability and relevance and scope
of organizational change. Both dimensions emphasize the need to consider different elements
simultaneously, and to link them in an integrated approach. Thus, we use the term holistic not
as a philosophical concept, but to refer to the comprehensiveness of the HEI’s orientation towards SD.

Conception of sustainability refers to the understanding that an HEI has of the comprehensiveness of
SD. Does the HEI include ecological viability, social justice and economic capacity alongside each other
in its long-term responsibilities? A variety of professional perspectives at an HEI might come with a
variety of conceptions of sustainability that often focus almost exclusively on one of these dimensions
of sustainability instead of taking an integrated approach [20]. The HEI’s willingness to combine these
perspectives and find common ground to start from can open up new spaces and options for SD that
can be discovered and seized [21].

Relevance and scope of organizational change refers to an HEI’s idea of where SD should be implemented.
Viewing the HEI as a single system whose subsystems such as teaching, research, operations and
outreach are given equal footing as fields of activity for SD (whole-institution approach) is deemed
crucial [22,23]. As with the conception of sustainability, this dimension deals with the question of
comprehensiveness. While the first is concerned with the content of SD, the latter considers the context.
Taken together, the two dimensions, therefore, represent the holistic ideal inherent in the concept of
sustainable development.

• Organizational learning orientation

This category combines the dimensions attribution of responsibility and purpose of the higher
education institution.

The focus is on the degree to which SD is seen as an issue of organizational development and
learning which, firstly, can be represented by the attribution of responsibility for SD. In this context,
the call for collaborative and co-creative processes receives broad support [10,21,22,24,25]. SD should
not be reserved to the institution’s elite, but based on the approval and engagement of many [22] and,
therefore, handled by means of shared responsibilities and co-determination. This also entails the
institution’s leadership taking an open-minded approach to the emergence of innovative ideas and
unexpected developments in relation to SD from different members of the HEI and to taking SD ideas
and goals seriously by fostering discussions [26].
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Another aspect of organizational learning derives from the way an HEI perceives itself and its role
in the societal context: the purpose of the higher education institution. Trencher et al. [27] have coined the
term “fourth mission” as a description of the sustainable HEI’s role in society: a debater, a networker,
and a transformer. HEIs can actively promote co-creation of societal transformation that goes far
beyond technology transfer and other economic contributions, which is mostly what the third mission
concept has been requesting and seeking to pursue. The idea of a “fourth mission” takes HEIs’ role in
society further towards active engagement and mutual learning. If an HEI takes on this role, its chances
of transforming itself as an institution and achieving a higher level of SD improve. This is especially
true when active engagement and mutual learning are paired with participatory processes, since this
creates an environment that promotes critical, systemic and future-oriented thinking.

On the basis of our findings, we had assumed that the two orientations had a linear relationship
and tended to mutually reinforce each other [19], but, so far, we have not taken a closer look at their
implications for the structures, procedures and measures of sustainability governance at HEIs. How are
HEIs’ sustainability governance set-ups influenced by different cultural orientations? The next section
will introduce a functional framework that forms the basis of the subsequent analysis of this question.

2.2. Depicting the Functions of Sustainability Governance through a Governance Equalizer

In order to illustrate governance structures within institutions, de Boer et al. [28] use the image
of a piece of audio engineering equipment, known as an equalizer. Instead of base, reverberation or
volume, this particular equalizer is equipped with slide controls that display different dimensions of
institutional governance and the performance of the institution against each dimension, or functional
requirement. In analyzing sustainability governance at HEIs, we draw on Franz and Brüsemeister [29],
and have chosen five dimensions for our equalizer: politics, profession, organization, knowledge, and
public [2].

The following overview gives a brief outline of the equalizer dimensions which are the result of
combining the original heuristic with its representation within our case studies.

1. Politics: How is sustainability implemented and legitimized within and outside the HEI?

This equalizer dimension deals with the question of how sustainability activities are not only
selectively supported, but form part of an HEI’s long-term development goals. The term politics should
not be misunderstood: it does not refer to the state-level measures that set the overall framework for
higher education institutions, but to the actions of the HEI members themselves. In order to embed
SD, formal and informal decisions and resolutions are required that are binding on as many actors
at the HEI as possible. Such definitions give legitimacy to those who are pursuing SD, providing a
basis for their actions. They provide goals and standards that act as guidance for sustainability-related
activities, and can serve as a basis for reviewing the success of such activities. Collectively binding
decisions can be taken both by the hierarchy and as part of participatory processes.

2. Profession: How are professional perspectives and competencies linked?

The dimension of profession is about the gradual development of an interdisciplinary and
cross-sectoral understanding of sustainability at an HEI. The different areas of activity at HEIs—teaching,
research, and campus management (administration, technology, etc.)—have very different requirements,
processes and framework conditions, demand different competencies and specialist knowledge,
and have their own standards and ‘cultures’. The scientific disciplines also differ considerably in this
regard, as do the external actors HEIs are involved with. However, SD requires that internal and
external actors work closely together. This facilitates exchanges of views on what SD should include,
what principles and standards should be taken into account, and how SD can be integrated into the
day-to-day practices of different activities and disciplines.
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3. Organization: How are collaborative work and task processing made possible?

In order to encourage SD in HEIs, it is necessary to specify goals and activities that facilitate
implementation. This involves providing resources and creating structures and processes that ensure
continuous and reliable work. In the context of SD, it is important to ensure long-term action across
existing organizational boundaries—between different areas of activity as well as with non-academic
actors. To do so, it is necessary to network actors and to coordinate their activities.

4. Knowledge: How is the required knowledge developed and used competently?

SD in higher education requires consideration of the complex issue of knowledge. The actors in
HEIs have to develop shared ideas about what the problems are and what has caused them (analysis),
they have to agree on how the situation is to be evaluated and what the aims will be in the future (goals).
It is also important to clarify which measures will be used to solve problems (action). Alongside
technical and professional expertise, knowledge of different actors’ responsibilities, structures and
processes at an HEI plays an important role in clarifying how measures can be best implemented.
At the same time, each solution usually entails specific advantages and disadvantages. This means that
deciding which measures to implement involves a normative judgment. It is not sufficient, therefore,
for the sustainability governance at HEIs to access knowledge only in times of need. Instead, ways
must be established to identify, disseminate, and use the relevant knowledge on a continuous basis in
order to be able to react flexibly when problems arise and to facilitate longer-term learning processes.
This requires more than technical solutions—it also involves collaboration and networking with the
aim of supporting exchange and joint knowledge work.

5. Visibility: How is awareness of the need for sustainable development in HEIs created?

Making an HEI’s sustainability efforts visible to the internal and external public plays an important
role in SD governance, as it provides the opportunity for all the institution’s stakeholders to observe
and respond to issues and positions as well as activities and their outcomes. Public attention can thus
contribute to greater participation in and awareness of SD, such as identifying the need for action,
communicating and justifying goals and actions, and reporting on progress. Last but not least, in this
way, the importance of sustainability for the HEI can be demonstrated and sustainability can become
an important element of an HEI’s profile and thus help to attract students or external partners.

We will consider the specific interplay of organizational culture and the implementation of SD
at different HEIs against this framework. This paper will, therefore, analyze four cases relating to
the ways in which cultural orientation trickles down and can influence the structures and processes
that are being established to promote SD, and that then become visible in the governance equalizer.
The general assumption that can be made at this point is that a strong cultural orientation towards
SD leads to better and more coherent SD governance. How this can take place in different real-world
contexts is shown in detail in Section 4.

3. Methodology

This paper is based on the findings of two earlier papers [2,19] that stem from the same research.
The first [2] sought to validate the governance equalizer through ten expert interviews; this was then
used as a theoretical basis for the evaluation of 61 stakeholder interviews. The second [19] focused
on the evolution of categories from this extensive interview material, namely the development of an
empirically-based categorization of the characteristics of sustainability governance in HEIs, and further
condensation into two cultural orientations. Both the governance equalizer and the two categories of
cultural orientations are explained above.

In order to answer the research question for this paper, "How do different organizational cultures
affect approaches to sustainability governance at HEIs?”, four exemplary HEIs were selected for the
purpose of analyzing and illustrating the effect of organizational cultures on governance structures
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and processes. The selected cases (described in Section 3.3) are divided into two pairs of HEIs that
appeared to offer promising insights into the effect of cultural orientations on sustainability governance
after being categorized in Niedlich et al. [19].

The following description of the research process gives an overview of the whole process, and then
focuses on the measures that were taken in order to achieve insight into the interplay of cultural
orientation and the governance equalizer. By combining the perspectives of culture and functions from
the two earlier papers and the frameworks that these established, and feeding them with the four case
studies, our aim is to deepen understanding of the significance of organizational culture for SD at HEIs
in general, but also with respect to specific functions within HEI SD governance.

3.1. Data Collection

The study that provided the insights outlined above on sustainability governance and organizational
culture for SD at HEIs looked at the experiences of, and observations from, eleven German HEIs. These
HEIs are all members of the joint research project “Sustainability at Higher Education Institutions:
develop-network-report” (HOCHN) which, in addition to sustainability governance, focuses on
research, teaching and operations as well as on the transfer of SD-related knowledge and approaches
(see https://hoch-n.org/en).

The research design consisted of face-to-face interviews with different actors at the eleven HEIs.
Interview partners were chosen on the basis of selective sampling. In order to gain an in-depth
understanding and to incorporate different views and perspectives on sustainability governance,
61 stakeholders from the following groups were interviewed:

• HEI management (11 interviews),
• SD coordinators/commissioners/managers (10 interviews),
• Student initiatives (14 interviews),
• Technical administration (14 interviews), and
• Academic staff (professors and researchers) (12 interviews).

In addition to time and willingness to participate, selection criteria included knowledge and
first-hand experience of their institution’s sustainability process (cf. [30]). The interviewees were
identified and recruited in collaboration with our partners within the HOCHN network as well as
through desktop research. The sample is thus limited by the number of project partners. These provided
an interesting sample, as they all were willing to participate in the interviews, had sufficient range of
stakeholders involved in the sustainability process at their institutions and hence could provide a variety
of perspectives. Although the sample is not representative of all HEIs in Germany, as the participation
in the HOCHN project already implies a bias towards a stronger commitment to sustainability, it shows
interesting cases, with very different approaches to the organization of sustainability.

The interviews were conducted using an interview guide consisting of five sections, each containing
one key question and supplementary questions. The five sections were:

1. Development of the sustainability process;
2. Importance of specific actors, structures and processes;
3. Sustainability as a guiding principle for the HEI;
4. Assessment of the sustainability process;
5. Assessment of the stakeholder network by means of the governance equalizer heuristic.

Of the 61 interviewees, 30 were female and 31 were male. As the study was designed on a
cross-sectional basis, all individuals were interviewed only once. The average duration of an interview
was 47 minutes. All interviews were recorded and transcribed using a simplified approach [31].

https://hoch-n.org/en
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3.2. Data Analysis

The material was analyzed in several successive phases. As an initial step, data from the eleven
case studies were analyzed using qualitative content analysis [32]. To ensure that data were adequately
analyzed and interpreted, all phases of the analysis involved a minimum of two researchers and data
analysis and interpretation was validated between researchers using a communicative process (cf. [33]).

First, a qualitative thematic text analysis was conducted, using primary categories derived from
the interview guide. After coding data in line with these and other deductive categories from three
HEIs, additional categories and subcategories were created. The data from all eleven cases were coded
using the revised categories and category-based analysis was undertaken, creating thematic summaries
for all coded text segments.

On this basis, case profiles were produced, which, in addition to a timeline for SD processes,
included findings on the state of SD activities, initiatives and actors, motives and objectives, views on
the societal role of HEIs, influencing factors (structural/institutional, process related, personnel, HEI
size, external), and factors of particular interest in relation to specific cases. The case profiles were
used to carry out thematic cross-case analysis with the aim of identifying differences and similarities
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Original analysis (focus on sustainability initiatives and governance equalizers) [19].

This led to the identification of four major cultural dimensions of sustainability governance at
HEIs [19] characterizing HEIs’ conceptions of themselves as institutions as well as their attitudes
towards SD (implementation). Each of these cultural dimensions (described briefly in Section 2.1) was
then conceptualized as a continuum, ranging from an ideal type of slightest expression to an ideal type
of strongest expression. Once every HEI had been located on each of the continuums by means of
qualitative content analysis, the results suggested the condensation of the four continuums into two
overarching orientations, each comprised of two of the former dimensions (Figure 2).
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At the end of these two analytical phases, two different perspectives on sustainability governance at
HEIs emerged: the governance equalizer, with its requirements relating to the functions of sustainability
governance, and the organizational orientations crucial to sustainability governance on a cultural
level. In order to probe the interrelation of these perspectives, further examination of the case studies
appeared necessary and became the aim of this paper.

For that purpose, two pairs of cases were chosen, and their general sustainability processes were
compared within each pair; more importantly, the governance structures that the institutions had set
up in light of their organizational cultures were also compared. To facilitate this, the case profiles were
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first examined individually for signs in the equalizer dimensions that allowed aspects of the HEIs’
cultural orientations to become evident. We then compared the elements that we had identified within
each pair to determine the extent to which the different cultures of HEIs had an impact on the design
of individual aspects of governance. This acted as the basis for the formulation and discussion of more
general assumptions about the interaction of cultures and functions (Figure 3). The reasoning behind
the selection of cases is below and is followed by a retracing of the analytical process.
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3.3. Selection of Cases for a Comparative Analysis

Cases were selected on the basis of Niedlich et al. [19] and the classification of the cultural orientations at
the eleven HEIs presented there. From this standpoint, two pairs of HEIs were identified as particularly
interesting. They all stemmed from the center ground of the HEIs under consideration, with one pair
showing diverging orientations and the other converging orientations in relation to the regression line
(Figure 4) that was established for the complete sample of eleven HEIs. It revealed a clear tendency
towards a linear relationship between holistic and learning orientation.

Cases VI and VIII were chosen here, for they were the ones that deviated the most from the
assumption that holistic orientation and organizational learning orientation are in a linear relationship,
but the nature of their divergence was different (note: the numbers of the cases correspond to their
use in [19]). Case VI was found to have a more advanced holistic orientation than learning orientation,
while case VIII had a culture that was more inclined to promote mutual and inclusive learning and
was less focused on having a comprehensive concept of sustainability and all-pervasive processes [19].
We concluded that comparison of the two cases might reveal how the different orientations affected
governance structures.

Cases III and IX both supported our assumption of a mutually reinforcing relationship between
holistic and organizational learning orientations (Figure 4), but they diverged considerably in their
expression of this. In fact, they were the two institutions at the opposite ends of a spectrum of HEIs in
the center ground of the sample when cultural orientation was analyzed [19]. The cultural orientation
of HEI III towards sustainable development was much less evolved than in HEI IX. It was deemed
interesting to compare features of the governance equalizer dimensions for each institution as they
related to different stages of development in governance.

Figure 4 situates the four HEIs in a matrix between holistic orientation and learning orientation.
Since all four cases demonstrated mid-level performance as far as their cultural orientation towards SD
was concerned (compared with the other cases in the sample), the field only ranges from relatively
low to relatively high. Together, the four cases represent all of the possible combinations of the
two orientations in the matrix (HEI VI = high + low; HEI VIII = low + high; HEI III = low + low;
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HEI IX = high + high). A practical but somewhat coincidental area of common ground between each
pair of HEIs is that their current sustainability processes started at similar times and in similar ways.
Additionally, all four of the institutions are financed by the state and not privately funded, which also
supports their comparability.
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4. Results

A comparative analysis of the two pairs of HEIs provides the following insights in respect of
the effects of cultural orientation (holistic and learning orientation) on the functional requirements of
sustainability governance, as illustrated by the sustainability governance equalizer. The two cases
constituting each pair are first described separately and then compared with each other.

4.1. Cases VI and VIII: Strong Holistic Orientation and Pronounced Learning Orientation vs. Low Holistic and
Distinct Learning Orientation

Cases VI and VIII were used to gain an impression of the extent to which a difference in the
degree of the two cultural orientations impacts on governance structures. Case VI had a stronger focus
on holistic orientation and case VIII had a more pronounced focus on learning orientation. While the
SD structures and processes that were set up at the two HEIs appear quite similar from the outside,
significant differentiation was found. The case descriptions and analyses below explore and draw
out, in particular, the differences relating to the manner of structures’ outreach into their institution,
how autonomous they are and what their conceptual focus is.

4.1.1. Case VI: Strong Holistic and Low Learning Orientation

HEI case no. VI has between 5000 and 10,000 employees and between 25,000 and 50,000 students
in 100–200 different study programs with a broad spectrum, and is located in an urban environment.
The beginning of its sustainability process can be traced back almost 30 years to the early 1990s
when concerns about the scarcity of global resource were raised by campus operations staff. Energy
efficiency has been on the construction department’s agenda ever since, with other environmental issues
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being discussed in a working group specially established for this purpose. From there, sustainability
as a concept evolved in HEI VI and was recognized by senior management in recent years as a
guiding principle for the whole institution, with the potential to promote and underline its reputation
for scientific excellence. A center of expertise was established as the central SD governance body,
mediating between senior management and the rest of the HEI. It is comprised of five strategic working
groups covering the whole institution and with participation by academic staff, administrative staff

and students.
Many activities aimed at creating a sustainable HEI were initiated, including the preparation of a

sustainability report and the development of a mission statement. Nevertheless, the HEI’s overall SD
process is said to be lacking in terms of oversight of the various activities, the transfer of principles into
day-to-day practices and broad participation.

Further descriptions of the case are given in Figure 5, which sets the HEI’s cultural orientation
next to its governance equalizer dimensions. It creates a more comprehensive picture of the HEI’s
relatively highly developed holistic orientation and relatively underdeveloped learning orientation in
relation to SD. Taking all these aspects into consideration, in what ways they might have influenced
each other in the particular context of HEI VI can then be discussed.
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institution (HEI) VI.

In light of the cultural orientation, some of the governance equalizer values do not come as a
surprise. The HEI’s low learning orientation, and in particular the fact that responsibility for SD is
mainly assigned to senior management can facilitate and accelerate processes such as embedding SD
in the mission statement (→ politics), especially when it is paired with a whole-institution approach
(→ organization, profession). However, in terms of long-term prospects, the success of such a top–down
process depends on whether HEI members are willing and able to commit to a mission statement
that they were not involved in developing. In order to bring a top–down strategy to life (→ politics,
organization, public), it may be necessary either to allocate additional personnel specific responsibility
for achieving the objectives or to re-organize responsibilities, because it is unlikely that staff will have
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too much time for unexpected tasks. Otherwise, a low learning orientation combined with a high holistic
orientation towards SD might come in handy when it comes to announcing SD principles for the HEI as
a whole, but it does not guarantee that such principles will be eagerly adopted.

As described above, the center of expertise has begun to promote an institution-wide conversation
on SD (→ profession, knowledge) because of its belief in holistic transformation, but the power to make
real changes to fundamental processes still lies with senior management, which does not take things
quite so far. The thoughtfully constructed and broadly established center of expertise, which is striving
to coordinate a diligent and coherent process (→ organization), may be in danger of becoming a toothless
tiger. This might lead to problems for all the equalizer dimensions, since their development seems to
depend on that very structure.

4.1.2. Case VIII: Low Holistic and Profound Learning Orientation

HEI VIII is also located in an urban environment. It also has 25,000–50,000 students across 100–200
different study programs and employs up to 5000 people. Sustainability became an issue at this HEI
at the beginning of the 1990s, sparked by employees in the administration who demanded that the
institution take meaningful steps to reduce its energy consumption, much like case VI. At HEI VIII,
this led to a long process of ISO certification and ultimately resulted in the introduction of the
Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS). Several small sustainability teams were entrusted with
the development of energy saving measures at the departmental level; these had a great impact and
helped the whole process to evolve.

Nowadays, there is a staff unit for sustainability and energy with approximately ten employees,
who are recognized as important drivers of the sustainability process. The concept of sustainability has
broadened over time. Through, inter alia, the engagement of a student initiative, the focus has been
shifted from campus management resource concerns towards a comprehensive approach including
research, teaching and outreach. A research center acted as the key catalyst for sustainable development
in research, generally accessible courses were established with a clear relevance for sustainability,
and participation in sustainability networks was increased.

As stated above, HEI VIII is an institution with a relatively low holistic orientation and a relatively
high learning orientation towards SD. Therefore, to some extent, it represents the reverse set-up of HEI
VI. A closer look at the governance equalizer dimensions for HEI VIII, as summarized in Figure 6,
might help to pinpoint the possible effects of the different cultural environment that is indicated on the
left side of the figure.

Throughout the five dimensions, the high learning orientation seems to have had an impact that
is manifested in a collaboratively developed mission statement (→ politics, organization, profession,
public) and also in the way the staff unit has been arranged (→ organization, knowledge). It has close
links with senior management but is also working with sustainability teams in the HEI’s different
areas (→ profession). Responsibility for SD is spread between them and not completely centralized,
which certainly increases public attention for the topic (→ public). The HEI’s learning orientation,
and specifically its conception of its own role in society as an SD educator, has enabled the development
of new concepts of knowledge transfer (→ knowledge, public).

The main gap highlighted by the governance equalizer is insufficient coherence and shared
understanding amongst HEI members with regard to SD (→ profession). Against the backdrop of a
long tradition of ecological optimization and the ongoing focus on energy and resources in the staff

unit, it seems logical that, despite collaborative processes, HEI members are irritated by aspects of the
institution’s concept of sustainability because the holistic orientation is somewhat limited. Nonetheless,
the HEI has been able to establish solid overarching governance structures.
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4.1.3. Comparison of HEIs VI and VIII

The strongest equalizer dimensions for HEIs VI and VIII are politics and organization. Profession,
knowledge and public are all developed to a medium level at both HEIs. At first sight, the different
organizational cultures do not appear to have had a particular impact on HEI sustainability governance.
However, as the individual case descriptions have shown, the HEIs’ SD structures vary with regard to
some important details. This is most prominently expressed in the relations identified between the
main SD actors and the potential for these relations to be shaped by the culture of the organization
(especially its learning orientation).

HEI VI with its center of expertise and HEI VIII with its staff unit have set up structures that aim
to introduce SD measures into all fields of activity. They both have close links with senior management
and are equipped with roughly the same number of staff. However, there are differences in their
strategic alignment and integration, i.e., the way functions are organized as shown in the equalizer.
These relate to three major aspects, which seem to go hand in hand with the HEIs’ cultural orientations:
the manner of their outreach into the institution, their degree of autonomy and their conceptual focus.

By ‘manner of outreach’, we mean the strategies adopted by the two bodies that might help them
to gain acceptance for (common) SD activities in the HEI’s community. The idea that responsibility
for SD should be spread across several pairs of shoulders (→ attribution of responsibility, as part of the
learning orientation), and that these shoulders need to have some level of autonomy, seems to have
driven HEI VIII towards more open and extensive structures. Certainly, the staff unit is the team
with primary responsibility; it is also dependent on senior management decisions. But through the
sustainability teams in different departments, a unifying steering committee and a good connection
with the biggest and highly active student and staff sustainability initiative, they have the potential
to shape a coherent and collaborative process that receives a broad welcome. The institution’s learning
orientation has thus enabled reasonable structures in terms of profession, organization, and potentially public.

This is seemingly less the case in HEI VI, where the working groups are an integral part of
the center of expertise, are made up of appointed members and, therefore, act less independently.
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The structure is not bad per se, but it could be argued that greater awareness of and trust in a broader
range of perspectives could help with implementation. This is evident at HEI VI in certain situations
where senior management demonstrates a lack of appreciation for the achievements of extensive
student engagement. The center of expertise, however, is working on overcoming this problem and is
already considered a good contact point for SD issues by other HEI members. These efforts might
eventually lead to changes in the HEI’s cultural orientations. This would provide an example of how
governance structures can influence an HEI’s cultural orientation over time.

The conceptual focus refers to the aspects of SD that are being addressed by the staff unit or the
center of expertise and their underlying conceptions of sustainability. Even though both HEIs originally
focused on improving ecological rather than other aspects of sustainability, as the cultural orientations
show, HEI VI is now applying a multi-dimensional approach more consistently than HEI VIII. This can
be linked to the different staff configurations that are responsible for SD, and their backgrounds.
On the one hand, the staff unit at HEI VIII has evolved from a staff unit for energy to a staff unit for
sustainability and energy and was, therefore, built around—and still is dominated by—an expertise
in energy and resource issues. The center of expertise in HEI VI, on the other hand, was conceived
as an interdisciplinary team from the beginning and hence has been better able to identify with a
multi-dimensional concept of sustainability.

When looking at overall SD governance at both HEIs, however, this head start has not resulted
in a long-term advantage or disadvantage for HEI VI. This is doubtless due to a number of factors.
It is suspected, though, that the conception of sustainability, which is only one part of the holistic
orientation, might have less influence on SD governance than the second part, the relevance and scope of
organizational change. At least regarding the initiation of the process, it seems to be more important for
an HEI’s SD governance to take an institution-wide approach than have a comprehensive conception
of sustainability when structures are created, which can happen at any level and in any part of
the institution. After all, the whole-institution approach is an aspect that these two HEIs have in
common and that so far seems to have guided them in relation to structures. However, comparison
of the two cases shows that the learning orientation needs to be factored in when designing the
whole-institution approach and that a holistic orientation alone does not lead to all-encompassing
structures and processes.

This last aspect suggests that the discrepancies between the two cultural assumptions, which were
found only in HEIs VI and VIII out of the sample of eleven, are not only uncommon, but also, to some
extent, counterproductive. A more linear evolution in orientation appears more desirable, although it
does not necessarily mean an easy route of SD implementation as the comparison of the next two cases
will illustrate.

4.2. Cases III and IX: Low Holistic and Learning Orientation vs. Distinct Learning and Holistic Orientation

Cases III and IX are intended to provide insight into how very different stages of cultural
orientation affected governance structures at the HEIs in question. Case III had one of the lowest
learning and holistic orientations and case IX one of the highest. Since they both represented cases where
the relationship between holistic and learning orientation was linear, it was deemed of particular interest
to investigate how these individual HEIs at the opposite ends of the proposed cultural orientation
spectrum translate their cultures into governance measures. Many differences were identified between
the two HEIs, but the most distinctive aspect arising from the comparison was their different approaches
towards knowledge work in the context of SD as the following outlines illustrate.

4.2.1. Case III: Low Holistic and Low Learning Orientation

HEI III is an urban HEI with 25,000–50,000 students in 100–200 study programs and employs
between 5000 and 10,000 people. The sustainability process was only begun in 2013 with a
senior management decision to appoint a sustainability commissioner. Prior to that, a very active
student initiative had been the only driver of sustainability-related change at an institutional level.
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The sustainability commissioner, who is a professor and, therefore, does not have extra time resources,
has been given the support of a research assistant and the task of supervising a 5 year sustainability
reporting process with the aim of proposing appropriate measures. By the time the interviews took
place, the team had almost finished its inventory and was about to start using it to derive strategies.
One central idea is the establishment of a Green Office for process stabilization and continuity.

Apart from this central process, different individual activities are taking place. The abovementioned
student initiative and the general student committee organize SD events, promote sustainable
consumption on campus and search for innovative mobility solutions. A mixed group of HEI members
is focused on making the campus bike friendly. As regards teaching, practical interdisciplinary
sustainability courses are being offered.

This description of HEI III paints the picture of an HEI that has set a sustainability process in
motion with a comparatively low learning orientation towards SD and an initially rather one-dimensional
and top–down approach. Figure 7 reflects on some further insights into the HEI’s cultural orientation
and outlines the governance equalizer dimensions.
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HEI III finds itself at a point in its sustainability process that can easily be traced back to its
cultural orientation. The learning orientation in particular seems to be clearly reflected in the current
governance. Senior management and the sustainability commissioner and his team preferred to learn
about their institution before they learned with the institution when they decided that a sustainability
report should be produced before any other centralized sustainability activities were pursued so that
the latter could be based on reliable information (→ profession, organization, knowledge). It is arguable
whether this was a wise or even necessary decision, and, in the long run, this will be illustrated by what
the HEI eventually makes of the process that it has started, which it has mostly kept in the presidential
office. For now, the activities taking place in addition to that official top–down process such as the
sustainability certificate that students can gain—organized by some teaching staff, or other student or
professional or technical staff-based initiatives—are trying in vain to find allies in their HEI.
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Instead of supporting the building of an SD network within the HEI and starting to share
responsibilities, senior management prefers to join external sustainability networks and seek alliances
with elite representatives from other HEIs. Both are a potential source of valuable knowledge on SD
implementation, but the exclusive involvement of senior management underlines once more the HEI’s
low organizational learning orientation. The establishment of a Green Office (a student-led sustainability
bureau with HEI funding) may succeed in breaking with this pattern (→ organization). So long as it is
not primarily an extension of the senior management but has some autonomy, it could be a good way
to open up the process to the whole HEI community (→profession, public).

Taking the HEI’s holistic orientation into consideration, it has certainly had an impact on the
ongoing process. The HEI does intend to apply a multi-dimensional approach to sustainability and to
integrate it into its different fields of activity, but this concept was formulated only relatively recently.
Besides the commissioner and his team, who are responsible for SD across the whole institution (→
organization), there are hardly any activities that indicate a comprehensive approach is being taken
(→ politics). Due to his area of expertise, the sustainability commissioner mainly takes content-based
responsibility for ecological topics. In this case, this has hardly any effect on the process within the
HEI as a whole, as there has thus far been virtually no contact with the technical staff of the HEI
(→profession). The relatively low learning orientation is, therefore, preventing the equally low holistic
orientation at HEI III from having an impact on procedures.

4.2.2. Case IX: High Holistic and High Learning Orientation

HEI IX is the only rural HEI in the selection. It has less than 1000 employees, between 5000 and
10,000 students and offers study programs in a narrow course spectrum. In 2013, some committed
individuals at HEI IX started submitting requests to senior management for the HEI to promote
sustainability. Some responsibility for SD was created in the form of target agreements between the HEI
and the federal state. Institution-wide workshops in 2015 introduced further ideas about a sustainable
HEI and were followed by the appointment of a sustainability commissioner, also a professor, who was
provided with some personnel resources. The sustainability commissioner coordinates a SD working
group that has prepared sustainability guidelines that were discussed in another institution-wide
workshop including senior management and are being processed by the HEI senate.

The working group, which has a good mix of HEI members, and a student initiative host small
events and participate in national sustainability action days. On the administrative side, sustainability
considerations have impacted on a number of procurement decisions, and connections have been
made between SD and the HEI’s policies (e.g., gender equality, family friendliness, inclusion).

HEI IX has the most concise orientation of the four towards sustainability. Figure 8 provides more
detailed information on both the cultural orientation and the governance equalizer. The interrelationship
between the two is discussed below.

Interestingly, the governance equalizer does not actually portray HEI IX as having advanced
sustainability structures and processes, as the organization’s culture has suggested. However, that does
not necessarily mean that the cultural orientations did not have an impact. Closer examination reveals
that the structures and processes that have been implemented or are about to be implemented, especially
in relation to politics and organization, do reflect a relatively high holistic and learning orientation.

The understanding that actors from all the different groups of stakeholders and fields of activity
should have the opportunity to participate in the HEI’s sustainability process is clearly expressed in
the way the overall process has been executed so far. Several institution-wide workshops were held,
which, among other things, resulted in common sustainability guidelines (→ politics, profession, public).
The sustainability commissioner coordinates an open SD working group (→ organization), and student
involvement is much appreciated, albeit difficult to maintain. From the very beginning, sustainability
was considered to be a multi-dimensional concept, and this is well reflected in the guidelines. The steps
may be small, but they set the tone for further development of the HEI’s sustainability governance.
This is especially true for the knowledge dimension, the least prominent equalizer dimension at HEI
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IX. This case indicates that participatory processes not only take time, but also require staff resources,
with which HEI IX is the least equipped out of the four cases presented here. Apart from that, this
HEI certainly has some advantages—shorter distances, a smaller range of disciplines—which facilitate
some processes, since it is by far the smallest of the four HEIs.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 23 
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4.2.3. Comparison of HEIs III and IX

At first sight, there are some commonalities in the two institutions’ sustainability processes.
They started around the same time after small groups or individual HEI members became engaged
with sustainability. Once they had been successful in putting sustainability on the HEI’s agenda,
the senior management team in question decided to appoint a sustainability commissioner to be
responsible for coordinating and overseeing the whole process. What appears to be quite different,
though, is the conception of how best to set up the process. This is where the cultural orientations
divide the two HEIs.

Although in the case of both HEIs, it has been a similarly short time since they initiated their
sustainability processes, they have already adopted very different positions. It can be assumed that
their cultural orientations have played a role in organizational development towards sustainability.
HEI III went straight to action with a clear vision and introduced structures that should form the basis
for a well-founded process. From an operational perspective, this makes sense, but the essence of
sustainability seems to have been neglected or not fully internalized yet. This means that sustainable
development, with its various substantive and methodological components, has either not been fully
explored or has been reduced to distinct individual aspects. Even though the will to implement a
multi-dimensional understanding of sustainability in all areas of the institution (→ holistic orientation)
is generally present, the HEI is still faced with the challenge of transferring this will to the current
elite and discrete structures and thus developing them further to make them more accessible. As was
the case at HEI IX, the HEI’s organization and profession dimensions would certainly benefit from such
a concept.
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HEI IX started with somewhat less concrete activity, but active stakeholder participation ensured
that there was broad agreement with the central decision by senior management to appoint a
sustainability commissioner. This openness signals to the members of the HEI that their engagement
is wanted and that it can shape important aspects of SD. This also makes it easier to replicate the
organizational culture amongst HEI members and encourage it to evolve collectively. The working
group has promoted regular interdisciplinary exchange and collaboration (→ organizational learning
orientation). Nonetheless, there is one equalizer dimension that has been developed notably further at
HEI III than HEI IX: knowledge.

Maybe unexpectedly, this is also where the differences between the ways the HEIs’ governance
has been shaped by their cultural orientations are most obvious. The HEIs seem to apply quite different
approaches towards knowledge and knowledge work in the context of SD. HEI III, with its focus on
knowledge generation, has introduced a structure, namely the sustainability reporting team, which
is efficient at gathering data and identifying important contributors for the report. Their knowledge
work is a highly centralized and isolated process that does not open up to the potential for common
exploration with diverse stakeholders on diverse topics, which is the approach taken by HEI IX.
The combination of low holistic orientation and low learning orientation leads HEI III to a very
target-oriented, and in that sense efficient, knowledge dimension that, however, will inevitably reach its
limits when all information has been gathered. High holistic and learning orientations have helped HEI
IX to lay groundwork that gives knowledge the chance to expand at a variety of levels. The downside of
this approach is certainly that it takes much more effort in relation to proactive stakeholder engagement
and coordination and, therefore, has not yet resulted in a strong knowledge dimension for HEI IX.
This comparison of knowledge work captures the distinct styles of SD implementation at both HEIs
and corresponds well with the aforementioned aspects. It also highlights the different qualities that
can be found within a single equalizer dimension and encourages an integrative approach towards the
governance equalizer when introducing governance measures.

Overall, neither of the two HEIs has addressed any of the equalizer dimensions in an all-encompassing
way. They have made approximately the same amount of progress, if that is even comparable, and are
now at a point where the implementation of concrete and significant measures is required. Their SD
processes are relatively young and will need some more time to unfold. It remains to be seen whether
they will manage to either seize or change their current functions and culture.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The comparisons between HEIs VI and VIII and HEIs III and IX have revealed various ways in
which the cultural orientations of HEIs are expressed in the functionalities of their SD governance.
In each of the individual cases, it was in principle possible to understand the relationship between
these two factors. But what general conclusions can be drawn from these observations?

It is certainly a central finding that the cases not only demonstrate an interplay between cultures
and functions, but also that the individual cultural orientations interlock during the implementation
of structures, etc., and usually produce a common result. It is unlikely to be possible to cite single
cultural orientations, be they holistic or learning, that have clearly and directly affected and shaped
individual governance dimensions. This is not least due to the fact that neither cultures nor governance
dimensions can always be clearly separated, nor should they be during the consideration of governance
measures. Ultimately, HEI sustainability processes are no ‘optimized production lines’; they are instead
complex social processes that are both, resulting from and leading to social innovations (e.g., [16,27,34]).
This is precisely why consideration of organizational cultures is so relevant and why it is worth
attempting to identify patterns hampering or supporting fundamental change.

Another essential aspect that emerges from the comparative case analysis is the observation that
cultural orientations do not become visible instantaneously and simultaneously in all corners of an HEI.
This is in line with approaches of organizational research according to which HEIs may be considered
as what is labelled “loosely coupled systems” in which autonomy and cohesion apply at the same time
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which allows for testing novel solutions without reaching out to the whole institution right from the
beginning [35]. Particularly in large HEIs, there may be “communities within communities” that do not
interact as intensely with each other [36] so that a cultural change in one sector does not immediately
apply for another one. Apart from this theoretical consideration, the challenge of grasping the cultural
orientation of HEIs is partly due to the underlying methodology and material used. For the study
reported here, we subjected existing interview material, i.e., material collected for a different purpose,
to secondary analysis. Therefore, we did not have access to all the information that would have been
desirable to enable the cases to be explored in greater depth. The cultural orientations described here
need time to develop and to influence governance structures. This also brings into play what has
already been suggested by some of the four cases, namely the possibility that structures and processes
implemented may in turn have an impact on cultural orientations, thus giving rise to a feedback loop
as part of a living process, as Disterheft et al. [10] have also pointed out with regards to participatory
processes in particular.

The analysis has shown, in some cases, that the most direct path from cultures to functions was via
the elements assigned to politics and/or organization. For at least three of the HEIs considered (III, VI and
VIII), these governance equalizer dimensions were initially in the foreground. It is quite possible that
this reflects a pattern that also appears in other cases from the overall sample. However, there are
certainly other ways for SD to get into the HEIs’ bloodstreams. For instance, informal and unofficial
but significant and profound engagement for SD by a group of actors might favor the development of
a collaborative network of HEI members before it seeks to become institutionalized [37]. It, therefore,
remains to be seen how successful the approaches will prove to be in the long run and what advantages
and disadvantages they each offer. A broader examination of the whole study sample, ideally in
combination with a second survey at the same HEIs, could provide insight into this.

This exploratory study, based on a secondary analysis of existing interviews, has identified
interesting starting points for further research and, building on Adams et al. [16] and
Baker-Shelley et al. [17], has also expanded the understanding of the importance of organizational
cultures for sustainable development in HEIs. Real-life examples were used to illustrate potential
interdependencies and to draw some general conclusions about how the cultures and functions of HEI
governance relate to each other. In particular, it has increased the awareness of the diversity of HEIs’
SD processes. No matter how similar some structures may appear, it is not uncommon for details that
initially appear inconspicuous to have a significant impact on their success. Both comparisons have
made this clear. What was also implied at some points was the need to recognize further factors that
influence an HEI’s sustainability governance beyond its cultural orientation. Aspects such as the size
of the HEI or regional (political, legal and socio-economic) circumstances certainly also need to be
factored in and might show some of the SD processes discussed in another light. Some of these aspects
are also very likely to have shaped the depicted organizational cultures. However, this opens a new
discussion that requires further investigation and exceeds the material of this study.

Overall, the frameworks taken from Bauer et al. [2] and Niedlich et al. [19] have proven themselves
to be useful analytical tools. The categories developed provided valuable guidance in the midst of
the complexities of HEI SD governance. This combined analysis, enriched by the four case studies,
identified some fine mechanisms that can take place at the interplay of culture and functions. At the
same time, it enabled a new reflection on the original frameworks themselves. Future research can
take this into consideration and also explore other ways of applying them.

In view of the small selection of cases, which is also limited to German HEIs involved in a joint
project, the limits of generalizability are quickly reached. The interpretative methodology also imposes
certain limitations on the results here. Further investigation on the basis of a larger sample is required
in order to verify the findings. Nevertheless, the approach adopted in this paper contributes to the
development of instruments that can be applied in practice, e.g., for self-reflection and self-assessment
by HEIs (see [38]). It could also serve to further differentiate and operationalize the cultural dimensions
for the purpose of standardized surveys or be applied to the development of counselling concepts.
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Bearing the initial research question of this paper in mind, it can be stated that an HEI’s organizational
culture is highly likely to affect its approach to SD governance in crucial ways. The case studies
demonstrated essential connections between cultural orientations and the governance approaches
of HEIs, as illustrated by the governance equalizer. Many of these connections relate to the specific
circumstances of the HEIs in question, i.e., with regard to the individuals involved. Although there
will be no other HEI that functions in exactly the same way as one of these four, the perspective offered
by this combined analysis of cultures and functions of SD governance at HEIs offers should make it
easier to identify trends.
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